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General Fact
Glorious return, build legend again！
Focus on corrugated packaging and intelligent manufacturing, profession wins value.
2017 International Corrugated Exhibition opened in Shanghai National Exhibition and Convention Center on March 29,
2017, and it lasted 5 days. This Expo was eye-catching in global corrugated packaging industry. On site, there were a huge
crowd and everything was in order. It ended successfully at 12 pm on Apr.2, 2017. After 17 years, Icorrugated Expo 2017
returned with glory and built legend again!
The exhibition area had reached 80,000 square meters. More than 344 global professional exhibitors were here,
and there were over 1800 equipment exhibited. It had attracted the professional audiences in 97 countries and regions
all over the world, with cumulative 39,497 visitors and 67,698 visits. It was crowded everywhere, and good news were
coming out one after another. Professional, true and high quality audience brought the exhibitors a large amount of
orders，which valued three billion yuan，and a large number of potential clients. This fully showed the value of the platform-Icorrugated Expo and its global brand influence and appeal.

Exhibition area:

80,000㎡

Exhibitor: 344

37,512
Overseas visitors: 1,985
Estimated turnover: 3 billion yuan
Domestic visitors:
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Visitor Data Analysis
This exhibition had attracted the professional audiences in 97 countries and regions all over the world, with accumulated
39,497 visitors and 67,698 visits, among which there were 37,512 domestic visitors and 1,985 overseas visitors.

Regional distribution of domestic visitors
The top 10 provinces were: Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong, Fujian, Henan, Shanghai, Hebei, Hubei and Sichuan.
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Regional distribution of international visitors (top 10)
The 1985 overseas visitors were from global 97 countries and regions. The top 10 were: Malaysia, Italy, Thailand, India,
Taiwan, Vietnam, Turkey, Iran, Poland and Egypt.
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Visitor Data Analysis
The audience properties
More than 90% visitors were from the carton factories home and abroad. Almost everyone was the professional visitor in
corrugated industry. This fully guaranteed the profession and quality of Icorrugated Expo 2017.
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The production scale of the enterprises which the visitors from
More than 60% visitors were from the enterprises which had the annual output of 50 million yuan and they had greater purchasing power and purchasing needs. High quality buyers were gathered.
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The responsibilities of visitors
from the enterprises

More than 60% visitors were the managers or purchasers who had the right to making decisions. High
quality buyers were gathered.
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Visit Purpose
More than 40% visitors were coming to purchase equipment or consumable materials. Moreover, acknowledging edge
market dynamics, collecting products information, joining training and conference were also the main purposes for them.
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Meet suppliers
Enlarge contacts in the industry

10.2%

Design and development

19.6%

Acknowledge frontier technology trend

Acknowledge the competitors’ dynamics
Others

Group buyers report
Domestic

Group visiting from 17 associations and enterprises, with more than 756 people, high quality buyers

Wuxi Packaging Association, Taizhou Packaging Union, Tianjin Packaging Technology Association, Hebei Dongguang
Packaging Union, Jilin Packaging Technology Association, Nanjing Packaging Association, Shanghai Packaging Technology
Association Paper Container Packaging Committee, Guangzhou Huadu Packaging Printing Chamber of Commerce, Shanghai
Digital Printing Association, Shanghai Packaging Technology Association, Henan Packaging Technology Association, Ningbo
Packaging Technology Association, Ningbo Tianchen Packaging Materials Co., Ltd, Hangzhou Bingxin Paper Co., Ltd, Xiangxu
Packaging, International Pacific Millennium, Yongfengyu Paper, they were all coming to Icorrugated Expo 2017 with groups.

【Yongfenyu visiting group】

Overseas

【Taizhou Packaging Union visiting group】

Group visiting from the association and enterprises in more than 16 countries and regions, with
more than 579 people, high quality buyers

The associations and enterprises in 16 countries and regions form high quality boss grouped to visit Icorrugated Expo
2017. The countries were: Egypt, Turkey, Iran, India, Taiwan, Japan, Vietnam, Malaysia, Philippine, Indonesia, Italy, Poland,
Uzbekistan, Pakistan, South America.

【Italy visiting group】

【Egypt visiting group】

【Poland visiting group】

【Iran visiting group】
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Overview of order signing and deal situation
As the key factor to measure exhibition, the order signing and deal situation on site was the one all the exhibitors paid
attention to. It was also the key point for Icorrugated Media, who was trying hard to provide high quality audiences. From the
beginning of the exhibition to one month after it ended, Icorrugated Media took the help of its media channels to collect exhibitors’ order deal situation through Icorrugated Expo 2017. Below were the interviews by editors from Icorrugated Media. The
information of order signing and deal situation during and after the exhibition was from exhibitors’ feedbacks. There was part
exhibitors’ feedback and the information was from incomplete statistics. (Ranks below were in no particular order)

Exhibitor

Overview of order signing on
site and potential clients situation

Estimated turnover
The amount is not convenient to be revealed

Guangdong VMT DF Science&
Technology Co.,Ltd

Signed a whole line and printer intent order

Fosber Asia

Signed 2 orders of their corrugated line

Over $10 million

Hubei J.S. Corrugating Machinery
Co., Ltd

Received over 500 enterprises, 1500 visits, and the
turnover was nearly 200 million yuan

200 million yuan

Customers had intense willing to sign 3 corrugated line and printing
press, the intent orders were mainly from the famous carton factories
in Europe, Middle East and Asia. It was conservatively predicted that
the order amount would be over $10 million.

Over $10 million

Tien Chin Yu Machinery Mfg.Co., Ltd
SUNRISE PACIFIC CO.,LTD
Marquip Ward United (Shanghai)
Co., Ltd

days of Icorrugated Expo 2017, the estimated turnover was
over $10 million, including 3 high-tech printers and some printing equipment.
The Advantage cassette single facer was purchased by Federated Packaging Industrial Co., Ld. Moreover, another 2
whole line order was signed on site.

Over $10 million
Over 80 million yuan

Guangdong Zerone Information
Technology Co., Ltd.

grand new products release meeting was held in NH hall. Speed Master300 officially launched to public, which was a high-end corrugator
line in new generation. The selling price was 16.8 million yuan, and
Dongguan Gaotong Environmental Protection Co., Ltd signed the order
with them on site.

16.8 million yuan

Guangzhou Keshenglong Carton
Packainging Machinery Co., Ltd

Icorrugated Expo 2017, they sold 4 equipment, including 2 KL9 intelligent printing slotting cross cutting folding gluing inline, 2 “6+1” high-precision printing slotting
die cutter. In 5 days of this expo, Keshenglong sold 9
printing equipment totally.

Over 20 million yuan

Shandong Century Machinery
Co., Ltd

On day 1 morning of Icorrugated Expo 2017, all the equipment
exhibited had been sold out. During the expo, the daily turnover
reached 3 million yuan, and average 5 machines were sold
every day. After the expo ended, there was cumulative turnover
13 million yuan, and cumulative 20 enterprises who had signed
orders. Shandong Century successfully sold 2 interlocking
production lines during the expo, and there were 200 domestic
potential clients, 50 overseas potential clients.

13 million yuan

Jinchang exhibited their key product-ORITE high-precision
printer. Due to its high precision and bright color, it was mistakenly regarded as offset printing product. Shanghai
Jinchang attracted many visitors home and abroad. Even,
due to too many potential clients, the working staff needed to
decline some clients, and asked them to talk later.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

Qingdao Kaituo-NC Equipment
Co., Ltd

In the afternoon on day 4 of Icorrugated Expo 2017, the foreign trade salesman
sold 2 whole lines on dry end, domestic trade salesman signed the single facer
line, ripper and cross cutter.

Over 20 million yuan

Dongguan Shin Feng Packaging
Machinery Co., LTD

Signed 5 contracts, and there were over 50 potential clients.

Jiangxi Hsieh Hsu Machinery Co., Ltd

There were 3 enterprises signing the contract with Hsieh Hsu Machinery
during Icorrugated Expo 2017. Hsieh Hsu Machinery negotiated with
them before, but they made decision at Icorrugated Expo 2017.

Over 20 million yuan

Dongguan Kadar Cumputer Co., Ltd

They brought the new product-scanning paper counter, and sold on site
the first time. More than 60 had been sold in 2 days, and it became the
hot product.

Over 10 million yuan

Xi'an Highyan Industrial Co.,Ltd

First participation in Icorrugated Expo, within 3 days, they had signed 9
orders, selling 9 sets printing ink wastewater treatment system, which had
won over 60 potential clients at home and abroad. The exhibition effect
was far more than expected.

Over 1.8 million yuan

Xi'An Qinhua Machinery Co.,Ltd

Signed 2 laminators and 2 pre-printers on site

Over 12 million yuan

Qingzhou Shengong Machinery Co.,Ltd

Sighed 2 orders on site, one of buyers paid 50,000 yuan deposit.

Over 10 million yuan

Weifang Donghang Graphic Technology Inc.

Signed some orders on site, and they were satisfied with the exhibition.

Shanghai Jinchang Carton
MachineryManufacture Co., Ltd
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The amount is not convenient to be revealed

Over 7 million yuan

Overview of order signing and deal situation
Exhibitor

Overview of order signing on
site and potential clients situation

Estimated turnover

Hebei Xinguang Carton Machinery
Manufacture Co.,Ltd

They brought 2 machines to Icorrugated Expo 2017. One was SF-405E quick
order change single facer, which sold to Qinhuangdao Dongqi Plastics Co., Ltd;
another one was DHD-150 single ripper and cross cutter, which sold to Langfang
Tianze Packaging Co.,Ltd. The foreign trade salesman signed 2 orders, and they
affirmed the quality of the audiences in Icorrugated Expo 2017.

$1.1 million

Zhongshan Fengjun Machinery &
Equipment Co., Ltd

On day 1 of Icorrugated Expo 2017, they signed some contracts about paper
splicer with Taiwan Wanlong Paper. There were many intent orders during the
exhibition, and they gained a lot.

600,000 yuan

Henan Zhongyu Machinery Co.,Ltd

At the scene of Icorrugated Expo 2017 on Mar.30, they signed high
speed touch line machine contract with Urumqi Jiuxinjun Paper Products Co., Ltd. On Mar.31, there were 3 more potential clients signing
the contract.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

Jinya(Shanghai) Machinery Co.,Ltd

The exhibition results were good. During the exhibition, some clients
made a deal with them basically. Also they met many old clients.
Some old clients came to see their booth and decided directly that
what time to get the machine. Generally, there were 20-30 old clients
like that. They were not worried about the orders in the whole year.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

Gushan(Shanghai) Machinery Co.,Ltd

There were many potential clients, at least 20. Moreover,
2-3 factories showed that they wanted to purchase some
Gluer Stitcher, with the turnover of about 10 million yuan.
One domestic famous company wanted to buy 7, and this
turnover would be about 10 million yuan. In a word, the audience here was off good profession and quality.

5 to 10 million yuan

Shanghai Yoco Printing Machinery
Co.,Ltd

The exhibition effects were good. There were 4 companies joining in
the exhibition together-Yoco, Hongjing, Dongke, Ritong. And all the
equipment we exhibited were sold out. There were 5-6 machines
from Yoco which clients had intense willing to purchase. It was
predicted the turnover would be 7 to 8 million.

7-8 million yuan

Taijing Printing Machinery Co.,Ltd

The 3 equipment we brought here were very popular, especially the
TH-506 full auto strapping machine. It attracted many audience and
over 20 orders were signed within first 4 days of the exhibition.
Through the equipment demonstration on site, one Henan famous
carton factory acknowledged its advantage and signed 1 two piece
joint stitcher order. This client did not purchase the equipment from
Taijing before, and it was a good beginning to develop new clients.

2 million yuan

Hangzhou Youngsun Intelligent
Equipment Co.,Ltd

We brought 3 equipment to join the exhibition, YS-LX500 auto strapping assembly line, YS-LX305 and YS-305 W, total 10 machines.
Each kind of equipment was very popular. More than 200 orders had
been signed on site, with total turnover about 3 million yuan.

3 million yuan

Yutian Shengtian Packaging
Machinery Co.,Ltd

The newest product-MS-1300YP digital stripping die cutting
machine, 2 had been sold to Korean clients. Many clients
showed interest in this equipment. The turnover was over 2
million yuan, and there were at least 20 potential clients.

Hebei Dongguang Packaging Machinery Co.,Ltd

Hangzhou Jiapeng Computer
Polyron Technologies Inc.
Jiangsu Xinguanyi Technology
Co.,Ltd
Qingdao Meiguang Machinery
Co.,Ltd

Qingdao Justu Precision
Machinery Co.,Ltd

It was predicted the turnover was about 8.6 million yuan. They were
satisfied with the exhibition.
During Icorrugated Expo 2017, their company had signed order with
domestic clients. And they affirmed the quality of audience.

Over 2 million yuan
About 8.6 million yuan
10 million yuan

During Icorrugated Expo 2017, they signed some big
orders. Mr.Gu from the company said they were very satisfied with their participation effects, and the audience quality
was very high.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

We brought LS series high speed laminator stacker, SF
series single facer and so on. Among them, the 2.5 meter
single facer was sold to Shanghai Minsheng Packaging on
site, which was their first line marched Shanghai. Moreover,
we signed a single facer line with Baoding Hexing.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

This time, Justu got a lot of potential clients. In the first 2 days, many
domestic clients signed order, on day 3, the overseas clients who
want to sign order increased. Even though there was no accurate
statistics about the intent orders, but it was predicted that the
turnover would reach 20 million yuan. Meanwhile, Justu set up a
sino-Ialian joint venture Fosa intelligent equipment company on
March, 2017. The new company gained a lot more in this exhibition,
they realized intent order project, and one order can be reached
20-30 million yuan.
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Over 20 million yuan

Overview of order signing and deal situation
Exhibitor
Guangdong Taiyi Precision
Machinery Co.,Ltd

Shenzhen Wonder Printing
System Co., ltd.
Hebei Shengli Carton Equipment
Manufacturing Co.,Ltd
Minghui Daqin Environmental
Technology（Shanghai) Co.,Ltd

Chengdu Chuangxin Corrugated
Technology Co.,Ltd

Overview of order signing on
site and potential clients situation

Estimated turnover

The product exhibited was TG-FS1218 top printing (servo) fixed
printing die cutting delivery stacker. This equipment was sold to
Iranian clients. Moreover, there were many potential clients. There
were some clients showing intense willing to buy the equipment, at
least 6-7 domestic clients and 3 overseas clients.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

The featured products were WD250、WD200,2 types of non-plate
environmental protection corrugated board printer. They had
attracted many audiences after its appearance, and some packaging enterprises made a deal with Wonder on site. Hunan Jialong
packaging and Mr.Li from Guangxi Guilin both purchased one
WD250-8A. It was predicted that the total orders would be over 10.

About 15 million yuan

The product exhibited was YKM series servo printing gluing strapping inline. Signed 2 orders, and there were many potential clients.
The exhibition effects were good.
Though Icorrugated Expo 2017, company’ s brand image can be
transferred to more high quality audiences, company’ s innovative
ideas and product process have been accepted by them. We
believe we will have further cooperation with more potential clients.

They brought 3 products to Icorrugated Expo 2017: CWF
ink wastewater treatment system was sold to Chongqing
Guoteng Printing Co.,Ltd; CWW wastewater recycling
treatment system was sold to Cixi Cishun Carton Co.,Ltd;
CHJ3000 full-auto glue system was sold to Shanghai
Parfitt Packaging Technology Co.,Ltd, Shanghai Taigu Qingfeng Industrial Co.,Ltd and Indian KCL Packaging Group.

3-4 million yuan
The amount is not convenient to be revealed

1 million yuan

Dongguan Mingjia Packaging
Machinery Co.,Ltd

The product exhibited was SF-10-350 full-auto paper splicer.
It attracted the potential clients from Tailand and Russia.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

Shanghai Jinyinze Packing
Machinery Co.,Ltd

They brought 2 single facers to Icorrugated Expo 2017,
which had been cooperated with 2 corrugator lines of Fosber
and it received obvious progress. There were many domestic
potential clients in domestic trading area.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

Kunshan Dongfang Tongchuang
Engineering Co., Ltd

They received several potential clients during the exhibition. But due
to the planning and design of logistics system, they need to go to
client’s place to do site investigation. It needed to be followed up.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

Shanghai Yongzhou Carton
Equipment Manufacturing Co.,Ltd

Its featured product was Taobao carton production line. There were many potential clients, which were mainly focused in developed areas of electricity industry in
Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Shanghai. All the professional audiences in electricity
industry here visited the equipment of Yongzhou.

About 2 million yuan

Henan Zhongyu Machinery Co.,Ltd

At the scene of Icorrugated Expo 2017 on Mar.30, they signed high
speed touch line machine contract with Urumqi Jiuxinjun Paper products Co., LTD. On Mar.31, there were 3 more potential clients signing
the contract.

About 1 million yuan

Tangshan Jiajie Packaging Machinery
Manufacturing Co.,Ltd

They received many potential clients. At least 6 enterprises had made a deal.

1 million yuan

Juxing Printing Packaging Machinery
Manufacturing Co.,Ltd

The booth of Juxing was popular. There was even no
stop of the passenger flow. We were satisfied.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

Foshan Nantai Precision Technology Co.,Ltd

The exhibit AP-165EⅢ had got good results, receiving the
order contract and deposit from Iranian clients.

The amount is not convenient to be revealed

Henan Huaxin Packaging Machinery Co.,Ltd

We successfully got the contract with turnover of 3 million yuan.

Cangzhou Ruijie Carton Machinery Co.,Ltd

We made a deal for 3 equipment, and there were about 40-50 potential clients.

Cangzhou Lezhilin Packaging Equipment
Manufacturing Co.,Ltd

The exhibit this time was full-auto overturn delivery unit, which had
got over 10 potential clients who had strong intention.

Shanghai Yina Automation Technology
Co.,Ltd/Shanghai Massenzana Packaging
Machinery Co.,Ltd

The eye-catching robot”Leonardo”attracted 50-60 potential clients.

Over 4 million yuan
1-2 million yuan
The amount is not convenient to be revealed
Over 10 million yuan

Notes: the information above was just for part of the transaction, it was from the incomplete statistics. (Ranks were in no particular
order)
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Booth Shufty

【Guangdong VMT DF Science & Technology Co., Ltd】

【Guangdong Fosber Intelligent Equipment Co., Ltd】

【Hubei Jingshan Qinggong Machinery Co., Ltd】

【Tien Chin Yu Machinery Co.,Ltd】

【Auto-Packing Automation packaging Union】

【Guangzhou keshenglong Carton Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd】

【Guangdong Qinshanmei Intelligent Equipment Co. Ltd】

【Hangzhou Youngsun Intelligent Equipment Co., Ltd】

【Hebei Lifei Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd】

【Guangdong Wanlian Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd】
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Booth Shufty

【Jiangxi Hsieh Hsu Machinery Co., Ltd】

【Shandong Century Machinery Co., Ltd】

【Kunshan Youyuansheng Machinery Co., Ltd】

【Hebei Xinguang Machinery Co., Ltd】

【Guangdong Taiyi Precision Machinery Co., Ltd】

【Taiwan Tang Chen Machinery Co., Ltd】

【Shenzhen Wonder Digital Printing System Co., Ltd】

【Foshan Nantai Precise Machinery & Tech. Ltd】

【Shanghai Yoco Printing Technology Co., Ltd】

【Shanghai Dasong Corrugated Roll Co., Ltd】
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Exhibitor’s wishes
This participation in Icorrugated Expo 2017, we successfully promoted Dongfang Precision’ s international brand image. The atmosphere
of this exhibition was good and the effects had exceeded our expectations. As the exhibitor, we have also got good feeling on site. When
we met some questions, the working staff on site can help to solve it
in time. Thanks for the efforts of all staffs from Icorrugated Media.
And we also need to show thanks to Icorrugated Expo 2017 because
it provided us such a good platform to further enclose the relationship with global professional buyers. Moreover, more partners knew
our newest products and advanced technology. This exhibition was
very professional and we gained a lot.
Qiu Yezhi, CEO of Guangdong VMT DF Science & Technology Co., Ltd

This exhibition was very successful. The condition of this exhibition venue was good. Everything on site was in order and the
service of working staffs was also very good. We hope you can
do better on the exhibition in 2019. Moreover, we hope you can
do further optimization on the transportation arrangement and
exhibition time.
Marco Bertola, the GM of Fosber Asia

Icorrugated Expo 2017 showed the appeal and influence of a
professional exhibition. During the exhibition, we communicated
and shared information with clients, peers and media friends. As
an exhibitor and a regular customer of exhibition, the professional
service and good platform of Icorrugated Expo 2017 were worth
being affirmed and praised. Hope the audience can be more subdivided next time, and covering areas are wider. Hope you can do
better.
Lilin, deputy general manager of Hubei Jingshan Qinggong
Machinery Co., Ltd

Icorrugated Expo 2017 was a success. This was the first time we
exhibit equipment, and we had got the full cooperation from Icorrugated Media. The exhibition effects on site were pretty good.
The audience here was of very high quality and profession. We
signed 2 orders successfully on site, and all people from my company were satisfied. What was more, the carton factories visiting
program we organized had been responded positively by domestic and overseas visitors. Thanks for the efforts of all the staffs
from Icorrugated Media. Hope you can keep working to hold a
better exhibition. We will continue to give support to you, and
promote the development and progress together.
Wen Guochao, GM of Marquip Ward United (Shanghai) Equipment Co., Ltd
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Exhibitor’s wishes
Our participation in Icorrugated Expo 2017 this time had got big support from clients home
and abroad. We received many clients from all over the world. They checked and investigated our products, and we had reached a preliminary cooperation agreement. Thanks for the
sincere arrangement of Icorrugated Media. Next time, we will take higher quality products to
join in Icorrugated expo to receive the viewers from all over the world. The exhibition
prepared carefully by Icorrugated Media was a success. The exhibition effects were good, it
was very professional and the audience quality was high. Also, the hardware condition of
this exhibition hall was fine. After many years, Icorrugated Media returned to exhibition field.
The effects had exceeded our expectations, which showed its big influence in the industry.
As the exhibitor, we also got good feeling on site. When we met some questions, the
working staff on site can help to solve it in time. Thanks for the efforts of all staffs from
Icorrugated Media. Icorrugated Expo 2017 showed appears and influence of a professional
exhibition. During the exhibition, we communicated and shared information with clients,
peers and media friends. As an exhibitor and a regular customer of exhibition, the professional service and good platform of Icorrugated Expo 2017 were worth being affirmed and
praised. Hope the audience can be more subdivided next time, and covering areas are
wider. Hope you can do better.
Xiao Minghong, Chairman of Tien Chin Yu Machinery Co., Ltd

Icorrugated Expo 2017 was an international exhibition. We can
take advantage of this platform to promote our brand and our
products to international market. Joining in this exhibition, we
focused on promoting and communicating, and got many potential clients, especially overseas visitors. After the show, we will
take further negotiation.
Qu Jianlin, Chairman of Shanghai Jinchang Carton Machinery
Manufacturing Co., Ltd

In the first 2 days of the exhibition, we had sold 4 equipment,
including 2 KL9 intelligent printing slotting cross cutting folding
gluing inline, 2 “6+1” high precision printing slotting die cutter.
The orders were from 1 Shanghai client, 1 Shenyang client and 2
overseas clients. The booth of Keshenglong was popular during
Icorrugated Expo 2017.
He Guosheng, Chairman of Guangzhou Keshenglong Carton
Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd

Icorrugated Expo 2017 had built a good platform to communicate
between domestic and overseas visitors. Our clients were from
40 countries and regions in spite of China. During this exhibition,
many old and new clients came to visit and exchange information. They had given big affirmation to Kaikuo.
Cui Jinbao, Chairman of Qingdao Kaituo-NC Equipment Co., Ltd
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Exhibitor’s wishes
We had cooperated with Icorrugated Media for many years, even
though it was the first exhibition of them, but we had confidence.
The fact showed that their first exhibition was a success, which
had attracted many domestic and overseas visitors. For us, it was
also the affirmation of our choice. Hope Icorrugated Media can
keep going on and do better on next exhibition.
Yang Sen, the international trade department manager of Hebei
Xinguang Carton Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd

Thanks a lot that Icorrugated Media can bring us this platform.
The audience here was of very good quality. Through this exhibition, Hsieh Hsu fully showed the improvement in intelligent areas,
which had got many clients’ affirmation.
Jian Jiangcun, GM of Jiangxi Hsieh Hsu Machinery Co., Ltd

During Icorrugated Expo 2017, we signed order with domestic
clients. The audience here was of good quality and the exhibition effects were good.
Qiu Zhihai, GM of Hangzhou Jiapeng Computer Technology
Co., Ltd

During 4 days of this exhibition, our estimated turnover would be
over $10 million, including 2 high-tech printers and several other
printing machines.
Chen Jianli, Sales Director in Greater China region of Sunrise
Pacific Co., Ltd
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Exhibitor’s wishes
We were very happy to take part in Icorrugated Expo 2017. This
time, we were over 30 people here, with largest booth area and
largest number of equipment exhibited. There were many potential clients of Justu. In the first 2 days, many domestic clients
signed order; on day 3, the overseas clients who want to sign
order increased. Even though there was no accurate statistics
about the intent orders, but it was predicted that the turnover
would reach 20 million yuan. Meanwhile, Justu set up a sino-Italian joint venture Fosa intelligent equipment company on March,
2017. The new company gained a lot more in this exhibition.
Song Jialin, Chairman of Qingdao Justu Precision Machinery
Co., Ltd

There were many potential clients on this exhibition, at least 20.
Moreover, 2-3 factories showed that they wanted to purchase
some gluer stitcher, with the turnover about 10 million yuan. One
domestic famous company wanted to buy 7, and this turnover
would be about 10 million yuan. In a word, the audience here was
of good profession and quality. We will continue to give support to
Icorrugated Expo in 2019.
Jiao Yuquan, deputy general manager of GU SHAN（SHANGHAI）
MACHINERY CO., LTD.

We had got good results at this exhibition. During the exhibition,
some clients made a deal basically, also we met many old clients.
Some old clients came to see our booth and decided directly that
what time to get the machine. Generally, there were 20-30 old
clients like that. Presently, the detailed data would be calculated
when we had time after the show. We were not worried about the
orders in the whole year.
Xu Ruixia, deputy general manager of Jinya (Shanghai) Machinery Co., Ltd

We were very satisfied with the exhibition effects. The 3 equipment
we brought here were very popular, especially the TH-506 full auto
strapping machine. It attracted many audiences. According to the
original statistics, over 20 orders were signed within first 4 days of
the exhibition. The client who purchased most of our equipment
was from Guangxi province. The enterprise bought 19 machines
totally, in all kinds of types. Another impressed enterprise was a
famous carton factory in Henan. Through the equipment demonstration on site, they knew its advantage and signed 1 two piece
joint stitcher. This client did not purchase the equipment from Taijing
before, and it was a good beginning to develop new clients. Moreover, one Changzhou client signed a full auto double (PE) strapping
machine.
Cao Xing, GM of Dongguan Taijing Printing Machinery Co., Ltd
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Exhibitor’s wishes
Our newest product-MS-1300YP digital stripping die cutting
machine, 2 had been sold to Korean clients on site. This equipment can be efficiently solved the problems of board warps,
scratches and so on. These are the difficulties which cannot be
solved on the market presently. The equipment was started to
research in the second half year in 2016. And it was predicted it
could be put into operation on July in 2017. Many clients showed
interest in this equipment on site. The turnover was over 2 million
yuan, and there were at least 20 potential clients. Icorrugated
Expo 2017 was very good.
Ye Liming, GM of Hebei Yutian Shengtian Printing Machinery Co., Ltd

The exhibition effects were good. There were 4 companies
joining in the exhibition together-Yoco, Hongjing, Dongke, Ritong.
And all the equipment we exhibited were been sold out. There
were 5-6 machines from Yoco which clients had intense willing to
purchase. It was predicted the turnover would be 7 to 8 million
yuan if we could make a deal in one month.
Hong Jun, Sales Director of Shanghai Yoco Printing Machinery
Co., Ltd

We were very satisfied with the exhibition effects. The organized audience was of very high quality. All the clients who were
supposed to come were all here and there was also a breakthrough on the project we followed up before. We also signed
several big orders on site. We hope to communicate with more
good quality clients, and better serve them.
Gu Xiaofeng, Minister of Engineering of Jiangsu Newkuani Technology Co., Ltd

It was the first time to take part in Icorrugated Expo, we
were very satisfied with the exhibition effects and it had exceeded
our expectations totally. There were also many overseas clients.
These audiences were of good quality, and most of them were
the managers from the carton factories which had procurement
requirement.
Yang Xiao, GM of Xi’an Highyan Machinery Co., Ltd
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Visitor’s wishes
Icorrugated Expo 2017 not only showed the superiority of Icorrugated Media as
the major character in corrugated industry, but also fixed the new tendency in the
industry. With many years of development, the exhibition level, exhibition scale and
the social influence of Icorrugated Expo had been improved. It had been the feast
which showed the edge innovation in all areas in the industry gradually. It was
crowded everywhere on site, and many bosses were gathered together in the exhibition. Let us stay tuned. Icorrugated expo will stay true and pursue excellence, working hard together with all the people to show more grand events with large scale,
clear theme and abundant information. Icorrugated expo will strive hard to be the
first-class brand with the big influence at home and abroad.

Association

Ye Bozhang, deputy director and secretary-general, researcher of China's package
electronic industrial packaging technology

Cooperative
partner

This was the first time we cooperated with a media company in corrugated industry. Compared with other media or exhibition companies, we felf the profession and focus of Icorrugated
Media in the industry. In the viewers, the proportion of our target clients was very high. Our
coworkers had learned a lot professional information through all kinds of training. Generally, we
gained a lot through this cooperation, which had exceeded our expectations. Our company is
still in developing process in corrugated industry. About next exhibition, we hope to have a
deeper cooperation from promoting, conference and other areas. Except for the corrugated
expo in 2019, we can also have cooperation on some meeting, activities, training or other
promoting projects at other times. Easy Print hopes to strive with Icorrugated Media together
and become bigger and stronger in corrugated industry.
An Hengchao, marketing manager of Easy Print

It was the first time that Hazardous Chemical Logistics Chapter deeply researched to the
storage, transport and packaging fields. Also, it was the first time we cooperated with corrugated media. Through this exhibition, we felt the profession and focus of Icorrugated Media in the
industry. Thanks a lot that Icorrugated Media can provide such a good exchange platform and
its well-planning and full cooperation. Then we have chance to negotiate about the key point
and hot topic of improving goods storage, transport, packaging development and application
fields. This participation in Icorrugated expo 2017, the audience was with high participation
passion, the significant clients were concentrated and the target clients’ proportion was high.
The members of chapter learned a lot related professional knowledge. Generally, we gained a
lot through this cooperation, which had exceeded our expectations. Our chapter is still in developing process in corrugated industry. About next exhibition, we hope to have a deeper cooperation from promoting, conference and other areas.
Cai Zhiyang, director of Chinese Hazardous Chemicals Logistics Chapter

Packaging
users

This time, we cooperated with Icorrugated Media. We set up a booth on site, built a platform for exchange between old and new suppliers. Meanwhile, we realized the formation and
popularity of an international exhibition. All the exhibitors and audience were very busy. We
also met some excellent suppliers in the industry. We communicated and learned each other
in order to have cooperation. During this exhibition, we gained a lot of information. Hope Icorrugated Expo in 2019 can be better.
Lv Jun, purchasing manager of Hangzhou Wahaha Group
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Association

Visitor’s wishes
Domestic
visitors
During Icorrugated Expo 2017, we learned the development direction of packaging
machinery, collected emergency needed related information, especially the training courses,
which had got high praise by our coworkers.
Huang Jianjun, general manager assistant of Shan Ying Paper Packaging Division

Domestic
visitors
Thanks a lot that Icorrugated Media held the Icorrugated Expo 2017, which made me
have a deeper impression towards intelligent packaging and have a deeper understanding
towards digital printing in the industry.
Xie Yanxing, GM of Youyu Packaging (Dongguan) Co., Ltd

Domestic
visitors
This exhibition was very successful. Next time, I hope there will be more exhibitors
here. Hope Icorrugated Media become better and better.
Huang wei, Chairman of Jiangxi Kejia Color Printing Packaging Co., Ltd

Due to the affirmation of Icorrugated Media, we came here to visit Icorrugated Expo 2017. When I am viewing this exhibition, I feel like I am in an information space station. A lot of professional information comes to me,
and its profession, large areas and audience service make me feel satisfied. To me surprise, the activities and
training courses on site were very wonderful, which had attracted many people’ s participation. Hope next exhibition can be better.
Wu Zhichao, GM of Fuzhou Cangshan Ronggang Carton Factory
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Domestic
visitors

Visitor’s wishes
Domestic
visitors
We worried about the visitors flow before because it was the first exhibition, but the
truth had exceeded our expectations. It was good, very good. At first time, it could be
held with such a big scale, which fully showed the influence of Icorrugated Media. Hope
next time, you can do better.
Ren Yingqiang, GM of Shandong Super Paper Products Co., Ltd

Domestic
visitors
Revolution had not been successful, and Icorrugated Media still needed making
great efforts. The brightness of this exhibition was the successful training courses. The 16
people in my company had learned a lot. We were very grateful to Icorrugated Media.
Wang Cunju, GM of Changchun Xin’an Packaging Co., Ltd

Domestic
visitors
This exhibition was very successful. Thanks for the invitation of Icorrugated Media. During
the exhibition, the services were very good. Hope the exhibitor can be more comprehensive.
We look forward to the Icorrugated Expo in 2019.
Liu Wu, GM of Suzhou Wanguo Paper Packaing Co., Ltd

Domestic
visitors

This exhibition was of very large scale and high profession. The exhibitors on site
were of very good quality. What’ s more, there were several high value-added forums and
trainings, which provided a good opportunity to learn more knowledge for visitors. The
exhibition venue was with good location and convenient transport. Through Icorrugated
Expo 2017, we fully acknowledged the development situation of China’s corrugated industry. In 2019, we will reserve enough time in advance and come to visit again.
Lin Qijun, Chairman of Taizhou Forest Color Printing Packaging Co., Ltd
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Visitor’s wishes
Domestic
visitors

I was obliged that I visited Icorrugated Expo 2017. This exhibition was very successful. It
showed many newest technologies and newest equipment and products. As a technical staff, I
was very happy to be involved in it. Moreover, there were many interesting topics in the simultaneous training activities. The lecturers not only taught us the knowledge, but also solved our
problems. We had learned a lot and it was worth the journey.
Gao Lei, GM of Zhengzhou Zhongyu Packaging Materials Co., Ltd

Thanks very much for the sincere invitation and warm reception by the organizer of IcorrugatedExpo 2017-Icorrugated Media. This Expo is very huge and very successful, which has
built a good communication bridge for cooperation in corrugated packaging market in China
and Europe. We have gained a lot. China’ s market is very large and has very good potential.
We hope to have closer cooperation with Icorrugated Media in the future and we look forward
to the larger Icorrugated Expo 2019!

Overseas
visitors

Mr. Andrea Corneli, CEO of Italian Corrugated Board Packaging Manufacturing Association
ACIS

Overseas
visitors

The exhibition was a huge success and with the feedback I received all
the people who went for the show were very happy with the way you all had
organized the show and many congratulations to the entire team and I am
sure that you all would do very well in the times to come with your very
prompt and professional working.
Agarwal Ankit, the representative of India group

For all of us it was a great and benefical show and everybody was very
happy and satisfied. We believe it was a great introduction of the Icorrugated
to our market. Hope that we can make it in 2019 with even a biggier group.
We wish you all the success in the world and let us know if we can be any assistance to you from our side of the world.
Enver Deniz INAN, the representative of Turkey group
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Overseas
visitors

Visitor’s wishes
Icorrugated Expo was successful as a first start, and it is also good to
think always about improvements for the future. We believe after this success
achieved in this first event, more equipment manufacturers and visitors from
all over the world would be interested in Icorrugated Expo, and more paper
suppliers would attend. Looking forward to next show.

Overseas
visitors

Ashraf Darwish, the representative of Egypt group

Overseas
visitors
Thank you very much for well organising event of such multitude. It was
an honor to be part of it as your strategic partner in Uzbekistan. We want to
thank you for the warm welcome at the ICORRUGATED EXPO 2017. We
hope to cooperate with you long years in future.
Akbar Kadirov, the representative of Uzbekistan group

At this event, there are some customers who seriously come to see the exhibition.At another exhibition before, serious customers had to go alone on their own. Our
association not only visited a very professional exhibition but also experienced a wonderful holiday. For the Icorrugated Expo 2019, I'm sure there will be more participants
joining. We are very appreciate for it all.

Overseas
visitors

Susandi Tegowarsito, the representative of Indonesia group

Overseas
visitors
Tainan Paper Industry Association, all the members have learned a lot to visit Icorrugated Expo 2017.
Thanks a lot for the reception and preparation. We have already negotiated with manufacturer about the equipment purchasing issue. Hope Icorrugated Expo can be grander and more successful next time.
Sun Peiqin, director of Tainan Paper Industry Association
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The review of wonderful activities, conferences
and trainings during Icorrugated Expo 2017
2017 China-Europe International Corrugated Industry Summit Forum
The grand 2017 China-Europe International Corrugated Industry Summit Forum was held in Shanghai Sofitel Hotel at 13:30 on 28th,
March. The forum invited European famous corrugated industry association-Italy ACIA, Poland’ s large-scale carton plants, China’ s machinery
manufacturers, top 100 carton plants, etc., attracting over 400 industrial elites discussing china’ s corrugated carton enterprises’ market integration approach and direction, meanwhile building a touchable platform for the long term technological and business cooperation between China
and Europe.

【Speech of Mr. Andrea Corneli, CEO and founder of Italian Corrugated Board Packaging
【Opening ceremony of 2017 China-Europe International Corrugated Industry Summit Forum】
Manufacturing Association ACIS 】

【Site of 2017 China-Europe International Corrugated Industry Summit Forum】

【Guest interaction of 2017 China-Europe International Corrugated Industry Summit Forum】

2017 “Innovation in China Corrugated Industry” Award Ceremony
At 18:30 p.m., “Innovation in China Corrugated Industry” Award Ceremony officially opened at Shanghai Sofitel Hotel. CEO of Icorrugated
Media, Mr. He Wengxiong delivered an opening speech to express sincere welcome and thank to all the distinguished guests coming for Icorrugated Expo 2017. Co-president of Icorrugated Media, Mr. Zhou Xiaobing read out the nominated enterprises in 7 innovation awards and
disclosed the final list of all the awarded enterprises.

【Site of 2017 “Innovation in China Corrugated Industry” Award Ceremony】

【Speech of He Wenxiong, CEO of Icorrugated Media】

【Site of 2017 “Innovation in China Corrugated Industry” Award Ceremony】
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【Co-president of Icorrugated Media, Mr. Zhou Xiaobing read
out the awarded enterprises.】

The review of wonderful activities, conferences
and trainings during Icorrugated Expo 2017
Opening Ceremony of Icorrugated Expo 2017
AAt 9:00 on 29th, March 2017, Shanghai International Icorrugated Exhibition organized by Icorrugated Media Shanghai officially opened
along with high drum. There was no empty seat at the opening ceremony areas of the global reception center. All the visitors came far away
gathered together to celebrate the glorious return and grand opening of the Icorrugated Expo. CEO of Icorrugated Media, Mr. He Wengxiong
made a welcome speech to express sincere thank to the support of distinguished guests at home and abroad. The CEO of Guangdong VMT DF
Science & Technology Co., Ltd-Ms. Qiu Yezhi, CEO of Italian Corrugated Board Packaging Manufacturing Association ACIS-Mr. Andrea Corneli,
Taiyu Technology Center Engineer-Zhang Qitaii showed their congratulations to its opening. They are the representatives of exhibitors, overseas
visitors and domestic visitors.

【Site of Icorrugated Expo 2017 Opening Ceremony】

【Site of Icorrugated Expo 2017 Opening Ceremony】

【Opening Speech of He Wenxiong, CEO of Icorrugated Media】

【Innovative Corrugated Drum Show of Icorrugated Expo 2017】

International Welcome Cocktail Party
At global reception center at 4:00 pm on 29th, March 2017, the international welcome cocktail party opened with Jazz band singing, delicate dessert and wine. It was especially prepared for overseas visitors, building a platform for them to have communications with each other.
More than 300 audiences came to join the cocktail party followed by the music. They had the flexible communication and then finished the
whole day visiting.

【Site of International Welcome Cocktail Party, free interaction of overseas guests 】
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The review of wonderful activities, conferences
and trainings during Icorrugated Expo 2017
Welcome Gala Dinner of Icorrugated Expo 2017
In the evening of Mar.29 and Mar.30, Icorrugated Media held the welcome gala dinner at Intercontinental Shanghai NECC to show the
sincere thanks to all the distinguished guests. The warm hospitality and classical performance have been high praised by the audiences on site.
It was also a good platform for the cooperation and exchange at home and abroad.

【Welcome Gala dinner of Icorrugated Expo 2017 (Asia area)】

【Guests photos of Welcome Gala dinner of Icorrugated Expo 2017
(Middle East and Africa area) 】

【Welcome Gala dinner of Icorrugated Expo 2017 (Asia area)】

New Product Release Meeting
On March 30, there was no empty seat at the new product release meeting in NH hall global reception center. After repeated deliberated
trials, Guangdong Zerone Technology Co., Ltd released the new product-Speed Master300, which is a high-end corrugator line in new generation. It was sold out on site at the price of 16.8 million yuan and the signing ceremony was also held on site. Shanghai Printing Culture Media
Co., Ltd and Handway Glory group also released their new products separately, which got much attention by audiences and media.

【New product launch of Guangdong Zerone Technology Co., Ltd】

【New product launch of Shanghai Printing Culture Media Co., Ltd】
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【New product launch of Handway Glory 】

The review of wonderful activities, conferences
and trainings during Icorrugated Expo 2017
16 Edge Topic Conferences in Corrugated Industry
During Icorrugated Expo 2017, Icorrugated Media took the advantage of its 17-year activity-organization experience, in addition to its own
activities, and it also invited some famous enterprises and associations here. There were over 20 cooperation partners, opening up 16 edge
topics and development questions in corrugated industry. There was not only digital printing, flexible packaging printing, E-commerce Times and
other unique technical topics, but also paper market, human resources, green packaging and other old topics. The meeting of the series of edge
technology and development topics had become a grand event for all the audiences. The activities were very popular on site and they got high
praise by domestic and overseas visitors.

【Summit forum of Chinese paper market trend】

【Hazardous chemical packaging development
trend summit forum】

【Summit forum of corrugated packaging green and
innovation under E-commerce times】

【Icorrugated Expo 2017 Energy Saving Innovation Forum】

【2017 Green packaging innovation seminar】

45 Tailor–Made Training by Icorrugated Media

【Chinese household appliances packaging
summit forum】

During Mar.29 to 31, Icorrugated Media’ s Technical Conference took the advantage of 5 years training experience to hold the tailor-made
training activities. 10 overseas and domestic professional lecturers were invited, 45 topics are opened up, which involved production process
defect solution, enterprise management, equipment maintenance, industrial innovation and others. There was no empty seat at the training
room. Many students were coming for the reputation. Total 2916 audiences were been attracted. During the training period, students not only
acknowledged a lot of useful information, but also got the answer of their questions. They had got more professional and comprehensive knowledge from this exhibition.

【Corrugated production line management and
assessment】

【Special training for Yongfengyu Paper】

【Students scan QR Code to check training
course online 】

【2017 industrial technology innovation affecting
corrugated industry 】

【The solution for board physical performance
not up to the standard】

【The principle of corrugated process controlling】
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The review of wonderful activities, conferences
and trainings during Icorrugated Expo 2017
Chinese Excellent Carton Plants Visiting Program

During Mar.29 to Apr.1, the organizer especially organized domestic and overseas visitors to visit excellent carton factories nearby Shanghai, including Kunshan Shengtai Packaging Group, Nantong Taiseng Packaging Co., Ltd, Shanghai Yongsheng Packaging Co., Ltd, Jiashan
Jiashun Packaging Materials Co., Ltd and Jiangsu Pacific Millennium Packaging and Paper Co., Ltd, having an inside look at the Chinese excellent plants’ operation and development.

【Scene visit of Nantong TAT SENG Packaging】

【Scene visit of Kunshan Shengtai Packaging Group】

【Filed investigation the production situation 】

【Scene visit of Jiangsu Pacific Millennium Packaging and Paper Co., Ltd】

Innovation Zone
In order to enrich the exhibition viewing experience, the organizer especially set up an innovation zone on site, inviting several famous
enterprises to make a demonstration. Carton King, Shenzhen Cool Paper and Three Doves were the ones which had excellent solutions in innovation packaging areas. It added some brightness for this exhibition and the innovation packaging was also a fresh development direction.

【New funny innovation packaging zone】
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2018华印亚洲瓦楞展

ICORRUGATED ASIA EXPO 2018
21-23,March,2018

Shanghai Hongqiao · National Exhibition and Convention Center
Exhibition · Purchasing · Training · Factory-visiting· Sociality

Asia Leading Corrugated Intelligent Manufacturing Exhibition

Icorrugated Purchase
Tailor-Made Training

2018 Global Corrugated
Machine PK Release
Meeting

[3.19-3.20]

Icorrugated Asia
Expo 2018
On-Site Visiting of
Corrugated Project

Procurement
Round-table Conference

2018.3.21-3.23

O2O Offline Meeting

Equipment Upgrading
Interaction Forum

Summit Forum of
Chinese Paper Market Trends

For more blockbuster activites, please stay tuned.
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